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Ground Is Someone's Land: 
Speculations on Community Engagement 
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Landscapes are a reflection of cultural values. Over time. 
patterns of de~elopment may be read like a text. written within 
the building and unbuilding of physical form. As we travel the 
globe. we place ourselves according to the signs we see and 
understand the traditions and customs of those who live there 
by this specific inscription of space. Rome is a reflection of 
Italian urbanitj : Hal ana. a reflection of Cuban independence. 
The rolling countr!side of Kentucky is a reflection of rural 
traditions rooted in horses. bluegrass. and tobacco. while the 
unrelenting grid of Chicago and the sprawl of its surrounding 
suburbs reveal its history as an industrial hub. Q'hether urban 
or rural. highly manicured or seeminglj natural, the landscape 
itselt carries the mark of its author. the society that lives within 
its fold. 

There is a type of landscape, however. where this traditional 
ma! of reading the land is more complicated. due to both their 
global significance and local position. 'Biodiversity hotspots' are 
the richest and most threatened landscapes of plant and animal 
life on Earth. containing nearlq half of all terrestrial species. yet 
co~er ing less the 2% of planet's land area. Their ecological 
significance is uorld~iide and the rapid pace of their destruction 
should concern all of us. Biodiversitj hotspots are also areas of 
high cultural d i ~ e r s i t ~  and often. rapid population growth. In 
addition, many of the human commurlities in hotspots are poor 
and disenfranchised from the processes of modern develop- 
ment. K hile plans for consenation may be imagined globall!. 
the! have an immediate impact locall) upon the people ~ h o  
call the hotspot home. As landscapes. biodiversity hotspots are 
more than a text of local tradition: the! represent an  actixe and 
unfolding lesson of globalization that reveals the intricac! of 
issues facing the field of development. 

Since May. I hale heen ~ o r l t i n g  with The Healthy Communi- 
ties Initiative (HCI) at Corisen ation International. a n  organiza- 
tion that focuses on the complexity of these issues. Comprised 
of a multi-disciplinarv team. the Healthy Communities Initia- 
tive ~ o r l t s  under the central hypotheses that: 

environmental quality and  quality of life are linked: and 

effective community engagement is a central task of conser- 
vation and development. 

HCI has been is invohed in  18 com~nunitj-based consenation 
projects across Latin America, Africa. and Asia' and over the 
past 1-1/2 years has evaluated its fi\e-year portfolio of 
programs. By doing so. it stands as a unique example of 
contemporaq consen ation. particularly the complexitj at the 
interface of consenation and  de~elopment: theory mhich has 
been planned. implemented. and elaluated in the field. While 
the goal of conser~ation differs greatly from that of architec- 
ture-the former seeking to presen e relativelj 'empty' space and 
the latter designing habitable space - the lessons of community 
engagement. specifically, t h e  need to address social issues such 
as participation and power dynamics. remain the same. HCI 
believes that in order to reach goals of conservation in areas 
that are inhabited, people must be taken into consideration and 
engaged correctlj . 

a hile the majorit) 01 my work ~ i t h  HCI centers on the malcing 
of one specific publication that describes the cross-portfolio of 
their program. I'le been equallj influenced by the  rontext 
uithin which the worh is situated. My goal for sharing my 
experience with HCI is t~+o-fold: that we maj learn to engage 
communities in a more ef fec t i~  r and meaninghl \z a j  : and that 
our profession ma! become more inlolved within the  process of 
development. both at home and abroad. 

Over the last thirty years. conser~ation strategies have shifted to 
become intimatel! linked to  development. Increasingly. interna- 
tional non-profit organizations search for wajs to i m p r o ~ e  
quality of life as a means to protect the Earth's most fragile and 
biologically threatened landscapes. 

These approaches represent a major theoretical shift awa! from 
the earlier. top-down strategies that dominated 20th centurj 
consen ation. Follo~zing t h e  Y ellov btone rnodel of the  national 
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parli.' the previous work of conservatiori organizations, in 
partnership with national governments. rcl olved around the 
designation and enforce~nent of boundaries: the estalrlisliment 
of protected areas preceded the  concern of what to do about 
local corri~nunities affected by t h e  declaration. These strategies. 
however. have often fallen short. as the! fail to consider the 
complexity of political and social contexts that aff'ect those 
living within the domain. Project efforts in Guatemala,' show 

Lntil the mid-1980's. military administrations go\ erned Guate- 
mala. resulting in the annihilation of oler 440 tillages and 
massive internal displacement. with 150.000 fleeing to neigh- 
boring \Iexico and an equal number dead. Not long after 
civilian rule was reestablished in 1986. the Guatemalan 
government and other international agencies enlisted Conserva- 
tion International to implement the  Maya Biosphere Resen e 
~vithin the Peten region recognized internationall) for its 
biological and ecological significance. In the follo~ring years, a 
number of accords were instituted in order to facilitate the 
peace process: among these. a stipulation that unused national 
lands and social funds be distributed hack to the landless 
peasants. As indigenous people and  rural families made their 
waj to~zard a claim within the Peten. man! settled within the 
protected area, thus unwittingly affecting the biodiversity 
objectives set forth by effort of international consenationists. 

Because of the sensitive political histor). eliction via 'boundaq 
enforcement" was anathema. As the go~ernment sought to 
overcome the memory of previous 'enforcements.' working ~cith 
newl, settled communities living within the park's boundary 
was essential. Instead, CI designed a series of points of entry 
based on assessments of community need. specifically with 
regard to quality of life. Mter demonstrating good will and 
assistance in the form of health and education support. the 
project was eventuallj able to incorporate into its eHort the 
developnlent of land management plans for sustainable growth. 

This eflort reflects the shifting attitudes since the mid-1980's 
toward more inclusi~ e. "bottom-up'" strategies that include local 
communities in decision-maliing processes. In his booli. Rural 
Derelopment: Putting the Last First. published in 1983. Robert 
Chambers celebrated the value of 'local kno~ledge'  and argued 
that "researchers. scientists. administrator. and fieldworkers 
rarely appreciate the richness a n d  talidit! of rural people's 
knowledge. or the hidden nature of rural poverty."-' Chambers 
continued b j  calling for a series of dualistic -re\ersalsn that 
could effectilely equalize the gap betmeen rich and poor. urban 
and rural. modern arid traditional. Seen as a more democratic 
and therefore a more culturall!-sensithe approach to dealing 
vith the rural po~er t j .  Chambers' call for cornmunit! participa- 
tion in del elopment Mas seconded b y  consenation publications 
~ + i t h  similar thernes. leading to the e~en tua l  linkage of 
consen ation to d e ~  elopment. 

'K hile c~itiques of Charnl~erc' re1 ersals and t h e  rneanirip of 
*cornmunit! participation' have subsequentl:, arisen. the recog- 
nition that  people mutter remains. For those i n ~ o h e d  in 
consen ation and dex eloprrient (C81)). the question has brcome 
how! HOM do Ire he5t incorporate local linowledge and 
cxnnmunit! participation to create long-term goals for consen-a- 
tion! Hon do \\e arrixe at a method of project design and 
implementation that is both participator! and effecthe? 

The answer to these questioris proles more difficult than one 
might think. i s  the focus of conserlation programs shifts 
tox\ard participatoq approaches aligned u i th  development, 
those involved are still faced with a number of vexing questions 
on a varietj of levels. In his article. "The Irrelevance of 
Development Studies," Michael Edwards states that  the most 
troubling aspect of contemporary. so-called participatoq ap- 
proaches lies in their tendency to treat people a s  objects of 
study rather than subjects of their own d0main.j Because many 
development programs focus on the transmission of technical 
linowledge (from the outside organization to t h e  community 
members). there exists a basic inequality between the partici- 
pants of the partnership. The power-dynamic is always shifted 
toward the  linouledgeable '-expert." 

'Khile proponents of participation concede this realit!. the 
problem with man? approaches is their prescription that those 
in charge relinquish control. Daniel and Carl Taylor represent 
this view in their recent booli, Just and Lasting Change. They 
state. "Those in authorit! must relinquish control. gentl! and 
more quicldy than they may think comfortable - just as a 
parent must learn to trust increasing capabilities in  a child as h e  
or she grows h i d e  from going into the  obvious 
paternalism of the statement. it hints at the unlilielihood of 
such a scenario: success relies on the good will or moral 
inclination of the outside organization. It also indicates a kind 
of distillation of the community dynamic itself: t h e  comparison 
to children is suggesti~e of many popular images that portray 
local or indigenous populations via an idealized simplicity. 
Be'll return to the issue of these images a bit later. 

Reliance on such methods do not guarantee long-term success. 
as they tend to rely on assumptions of xalue with regard to 
power rather than seek an understanding of existing poqitions 
of strength. Rather than strive for equality within a power 
dynamic. HCI's approach is one that recognizes dierence.  The 
scales of power are not. and should not. be the  same, if only 
because the position of any outside organization - lrhether 
in1 olved in consei~ation, del elopment. or architecture - 14ill 
always b e  different than that of a local population. Leleling 
authority into a so-called equality is not the point. Rather, the 
goal is to understand who's in charge in what sphere. \+it11 the 
amareness that most po~rerful leader in any given situation rnaj 
shih. Likewise. the leadership within an) one communitj ma! 
not be  simpl! the official "chief." as illustrated h) one 
communitj member from Ilaliira: -'The women are the ones 
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that actuall! know ... because it all started from be- 
jore .. .\ omen actuallj tell the  chief to come." 

B! 01 erlooliing inteirial difference6 and ox erbiniplif! ing existing 
pol\ el structures, h o ~  el el complex. exteinal agencies effecti~ e- 
l? 1\oih against the giain of established social fabric. malting 
theii mission all the mole difficult. The consequence of these 
assumptions is t h e  misped opportunitj of rasier. more effectixe 
solutions to the problem8 of conservation and delelopment. 

One example. referred b! Edwards: in order to survive in the 
face of a hostile enrironment, local communities within the 
Korthern Pro1 ince of Zambia w orbed within highly sophisticat- 
ed. localized. and informal net\\orlts of exchange. developed 
over generations and designed to remain fluid within an  ever- 
challenging physical arid political climate. Yet due to the 
limitations of their lens. external agencies working uith 
government agencies attempted to impose industrialized model 
of large-scale. formal commercialization with deadening and 
destructive results.' 

On the other hand. another example. taken from HCI's 
integrated conservation 8 dexelopment project located in the 
province of Ilaliira. Solomon Islands: In an effort to help 
establish a local land nianagement plan that could effectivelj 
14ithstand the outside pressure of logging industries. field staff 
conducted numerous genealog worlishops in order to unravel 
the complexity of the RIalura community"s existing land tenure 
system. Vorking uith comniunity members to record oral 
histories. field staff were understand the matrilineal system of 
land rights by identifjing both those who held rights and the 
system of norms and regulation b j  which these rights were 
goxerned. According to the HCI evaluation: 

The idea behind the genealog process was that people 
~ o u l d  understand their genealog and customaq land 
tenure.. .Genealogies \+ere viewed. by the project. as a 
basis for knowing who the decision-making stakeholders 
are. while simultaneouslj acknowledging that everyone 
owns the land. 

Based on this ltno~tledge of existing social structures. partici- 
pants were able to design a management plan that was 
accepted - rather than rejected as "foreign - into the communi- 
t y " ~  olerall mode of operation. As put by a community member: 

the marking of the boundaries and the genealoa. people 
need to liriou uliere the) come from. who have also the  
same rights to use the land and to mark areas for 
gardening and  areas for conservation. 

BJ engaging local community members. field staff were not onlj 
able to assist in the successful challenge the logging industn, 
(and thus achieve the goal of consenation). but more impor- 
tantly. community members were empowered at a global scale 

to take ownership over the processes that affected their liles 
and their landscape. 

R ith an understanding of power d!rian~im. it's equally essential 
to establish and maintain a kind of 'transparencj of intention' 
regarding the purpose of a partnership. This translates into an 
understanding that often. the success of de\ elopment depends 
on forming relationships of mutual pain. rather than mutual 
motives. As b u n  Agrawal states. 

because it [some C&D efforts] l i e ~ s  community as a 
unified, organic whole. this vision fails to attend to 
differences within communities, and ignores how these 
differences affect resource management outcomes. local 
politics. and strategic interactions within communities. as 
well as the possibility of layered alliances that can span 
multiple levels of politics.' 

Unlike some models that seek to convince community members 
to share in the same kalue system. the frameuorlt for many of 
HCI's projects hinges on the intersection of differing aims. An 
example can be found in its with residents of G u d i p a ,  located 
along the Oliaxango Delta located in northern Bots~vana.~  
Comprised of eight formerly nomadic Basarwas clans, the 
village of Gudigva was settled in 1988 at the encouragement of 
the national government. Promised a number of services such 
as potable water. education. and  health services. the settlement 
marked a major shift in both t h e  social structure and means of 
l i~lihood for each group: primaril!. from hunter-gatherer 
strategies to those of a market-based. agrarian economy. 

Shortly after. due to an epidemic of cattle-borne disease, the 
government hastily constructed series of veterinary fences 
throughout the region. without preliminarily assessment of their 
environmental or social impact. Because the fences impacted 
the migration patterns of uildlife. concern about their align- - 
ment quicldy arose among the  community who had come to 
rely on the wildlife for limited hunting and safari ventures. 

In an effort to regain ancestral clams over the land, the 
community approached HCI for technical support. recognizing 
the cordon fences as an additional threat from a biodivesity 
perspectile. In this way. the t u o  became allys in the  fight to 
relocate the fences and engaged in a project \%ith the  goal of 
empowering the communities to first gain land claim. and them 
assist in the design of efiective en~ironrnental management. 

4s mentioned earlier. part of t h e  problem of many approaches 
to conimunitj participation lies in their tendenc? to oler-  
simplib the image of community itself. The verj definition of 
 hat constitutes a community, particularly with regard to 
indigenous peoples. is often based on outdated or ill-formed 
assumption regarding location, size. and particularly. leader- 
ship. Common definitions define 'communitj' as small. homog- 
enous units ~ t i t h  cohesive and easil! understood governance 
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arid noims. e l en  though some groups general11 retened to as 
*'co~n~nunities^' are sornetirnes comprised of multiple. e\ en 
ad\ eiaaiial group< \+hose territories span areas larger than the 
state of Ohio. The kayapo of Brazil. for example, will band 
togethei as one nation in traditional dress \then faced with 
threat< fiom outside, but upon return to their homelands. these 
allianres shift as each indi~idual  Kayapo cominunit! is orga- 
nized and identified as a separate. autonoinous unit. The 
solution. writes Arun Agrawal. is that "coin1nunit~-based 
consenation initiati~es must be founded on znmges of conmu- 
mt\ that recognize their internal differences and processes. 
their relations with external actors. and the institutions that 
affect both." 

The representation of such images became my focus in 
December 2002. when I was approached by the Director of HCI 
with a proposition. Pjould I be  interested in worlting with the 
team to research and design The Voices Project. a book that 
could describe the social complexities of some of the coinmuni- 
ties 11110 were directly affected by conservation initiati~es? 
Because the majority of attention is often focused on the 
biological value of hotspots such species counts and uildlife 
concentrations. the intention of The koices Project was to 
highlight the often overlooked or over-generalized realities of 
the people who inhabit such places. While the population may 
seem relativelj small when compared to the average American 
town or city, the number of residents in  and around protected 
areas cannot be disregarded or easily generalized. Tithin just 
the nine communities of our focus. populations range from 150 
in Paso Caballos. Guatemala to 3500 in El Golfo de Santa Clara. 
Rlexico. If for no other reason, the purpose of The \-oices 
Project was to dispel the myth that all com~nunities are the 
same and that all people within any one community are alike. 

It wasn"t until I joined the team in May that I realized horn 
unique the idea of such a publication was. particularlj in 
consei~ation, as its origin lay in the  specific description of 
people rather than plants. hile HCI is not necessarily the onl:, 
organization to concern itself with the  development, it repre- 
sents a relat i~elj  neM position in conser~ation. a'e \+ere 
immediatel~ met with the challenge of hov to present a 
sociological perspective within a field predominantly swajed by 
the scientific. '"objecti~e" reality of quantifiable fact. 4s 
Ed\+aids writes. "an )  hint of 'subjectikitj' is seized upon 
immediately as -unscientific' and therefore not \%orthj of 
inclusion in serious studies of development. 1 et it is impossible 
to understand real-life problems fully unless n e  can grasp the . . 
multitude of constraints. imperfections and emotions that shape 
the actions and decisions of real. liking people." " If our goal is 
to find a model of dexelopment that  is both effecthe and 
empovering. me rnust first be ~li l l ing to accept and aclcno\+ledge 
tmo challenging propositions: that t he  methodology needed 
requires a liind of qualitative specificity that challenges our 
predisposition to *quantifiable fact' and that this specificity 
cannot be achie~ed without understanding the color and 

construction of our our1 frame of perception. In other mords. we 
must he billing to re-maluate o l r r  otci~ system of understanding 
other cultures. 

P; hile the data had heen gathered for the primary purpose of 
reporting on HCI's pant. nq  colleagues and I poured o ~ e r  the 
interviews searching \+ith an alternatile lens: hom did corn~nu- 
nit) members describe their dail? l i ~ e s ?  5 ho were the 
indkiduals that  composed this communit~.  and h o n  did their 
stories reveal the complexitj of its social relationships? Lsing 
photographs, inter\ ie~+s. and other documents collected during 
site visits. we sought to express the realities of daily life nithin 
these dikerse communities and to expose the intricacies of 
needs. concerns. and obstacles they faced. The  goal \+asnet 
"define" each community. as this seemed impossible. if not 
irresponsible from our distance. Rather. we began to  unravel 
the complex and sometimes contradictory statements embedded 
within the evaluation inteniews to see what lunds of issues 
would emerge. 

-4s we began our research for T h e  \ oices Project. we were 
guided by three basic principles: 

Communities are not all the same. 

People within communities are not all the same. 

K e  are alike: we are different. 

These statements. decepti~ely simple. guided us touard an 
understanding of communitj rooted in the stories of individu- 
als. As individuals. we speak openly about our hopes. our need. 
our disappointment. our demand. We situate ourselves within 
as many or feu  as we choose: I a m  a member of a village: a 
trust: a village, a region. a nation. f e see our connection and 
disconnection to others and understand the simultaneity of our 
existence: a s  individuals and as members of a communitj. 
Throughout, it became increasingly clear that the  narrative lie 
in the overlap and in-between: the relationship b e t ~ e e n  
individual a n d  collecti\e: the push and pull between speaking 
as "one" a n d  speaking "as many.'" 

Conceived of as a highlj kisual photonarrative accompanied by 
actual quotes from communitj members. the l a lue  of The 
\ oices Project is not so much  hat it explains. as much as %hat 
it e~ol tes :  difference and similarity ~4ithin and across. E\en 
more importantlj. the complexitj of issues that go1 ern a social 
relationships that can't be addressed as separate bubbles in 
isolation from one another. Rather, what emerged during our 
research coalesced into a series of themes that helped us to 
organize the  manj  ideas voiced within the interviews. Arr i~al  
and creation stories: the existence of boundaries: t he  role of 
M omen and 1% 01 lt: the kalue of roads; recreation; education: 
access to water: and problems facing 5outh. These were just 
some of the over 40 different themes. which were not mutuallj 
exclusive. b u t  rathei intemoven into a dense network of 
inseparable concerns. By mapping the frequency and overlap of 
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emergent themes. the  tapestr? of issues affecting each group 
Itas not onl! rexealed. lmt situated nithin the context of the 
collecti\r. as nell as the  elaluation. .Stall-mappings." as tliej 
tame to he called. served a< a u a j  to grapllicall! diaglam the 
~ o i c e s  of indi\iduals as the\ related to others nithin their 
rommunit~ . 

Rather than go into all of the specific examples of inter- and 
intra-com~nunit! difference. suffice to sa?. the greatest \slue of 
The Yoices Project is its abilit! to s e n e  as a cataljst touard 
specificity in the ongoing debate oxer 'participation.' From 
critics of current p a r t i c i p a t o ~  models who assert that they 
require a "specific vision of society"" to advocates who 
rnaintain that true participation is the only waj toward success: 
both paths require the  re-alignment of a lens toward a more 
studied. specific image of community. For the profession of 
architecture. ~ e .  too m a j  ask: F h a t  is our specific vision of 
society? Khat  image of community drives the design of the 
places we build and to what degree is this image based on real 
community engagement? 

I'd like to turn my attention briefly toward an element of the 
research that may be  considered the foundation of the work, 
and perhaps the most potent aspect for the profession of 
architecture. I s  Me all linow. there exists an intimate connec- 
tion between people and  place at a number of scales. e~ idence  
of which can be found in simple statements across nations: 

FVhen we arnzed here. ~t ltas pure mountain. 
Here there are opportunities for l~umble people. 
I am oripnallj. ji-om here. lfayapo. I didn't come from 
another part. I am natural11 from vajapo. 
1f1. dad and his brother founded this place and that's zrhj 
theJ. call it Herradura. 
It k like this old man Lino was saying.. .ground is some- 
one's land.12 

Throughout the malung of The 1-oices Project. e\ery theme - 
indeed each voice - reiterated the importance of the landscape 
as a vessel of identity. For many of these communities in 
transition, place. in terms of specific ecolog and loration. 
remains the root of their own personal definition of self. It m a j  
be debated \+hether this kind of connection exists in the same 
\\a) for those of us who h e  in the br~ited States. Within the 
context of architectural education. it is becoming increasinglj 
difficult to address the  link betueen cultuial and en1 ironmental 
dhersity uith incoming students. not because the! cannot 
~mugzize the connection. but pieciselj because zmag7nat~on is 
often the onlj point of reference. B e  are an  American society 
accustomed to the con1 enienre of supermarkets and shopping 
malls and as such. feu of us continue to live off the land or  
depend on our immediate mroundings for s u r ~ i ~ a l .  U hile 
many students are fortunate to hale  been raised in places that 
maintain a rich bond b e t ~ e e r i  local customs and landscape. the 
last majoritj of us cannot ]elate to thiq kind of immediate 

cor~rlection to place rn terms of earth. I s  anlone \tho has 
\\itnesses the grading of a strip mall parhing lot \ill testih. one 
ma! men argue that our ser1.e of place is d e r i ~ e d  from all 
thirigs but the earth itself. 

& hile the efiects of this self-imposed homogenization rnaj be 
mole readilj seen ithin oul built enr ironment. its M ider- 
reaching consequence in terms of cultural and ecological 
di\ ersitj is often more difficult to transmit effecti.t el?. el en to 
those n h o  hake grown up uith an  intimate connection to their 
011 rl American landscape. 

There is a more and less conscious attenipt b j  Uestern 
interests to impose the '"'perspective of global monocul- 
ture" on the rest of the world: 

This vision offers a universal and only lightlj xarying set of 
acthities and expectations for the entire planet. a hornoge- 
nized direct09 of standards for everything from diet and 
clothes to transportation and architecture. Global mono- 
culture dictates English lawns in the  desert. business suits 
in Indonesia. orange juice in Siberia. and hamburgers in 
'Veu Delhi. It overwhelms local cultures and "de\elops: 
them regardless of the effects on cultural coherency or 
capacities of local ecosystems." 

Of course, as architects. we ~ + o u l d  counter that our profession is 
nothing of the sort. Yet while we may aim for an ideal process 
based on personal client relationships and site-specific design. 
but the current trend of development within our omn landscape 
renders this all but  obsolete. For students with limited 
experience abroad. the physical severity of such statement is 
ditticult to grasp. as even the best descriptions and slideshows 
cannot olercome the abstract power of distance. 4s much as the 
best student maj  t q ,  imagination can only take one so far 
to\\ard an understanding of cultural and ecological dirersitj 
and the inextricable link between the  two. 

Like the field of conservation and development. we too face a 
cross-road regarding the agency of our oMn profession. The 
challenge is to come to grips with answering some of these 
questions. and the way to do so may lie in an effort to reassert 
oursehes on the ground mithin the practice of de\elopment 
itself. And u h o  better? One of the great ~ a l u e s  of architecture is 
its primary concern for culthating healthj. social relationships 
xia the delelopment of place. I s  \be continue to grapple uith 
the question of communitj. and the  path to a c h i e ~ e  more 
meaning built en~ironment-perhaps Me. too. maj benefit from 
the opportunitj to learn from local knomledge in the  pulsuit of 
contrmporaq images of communitj based on similar methods 
of inxestigation. Because just as thousand> of speculatile 
subdilisions continue their flattening spranl across our own 
h e r i c a n  landscape. \+e are reminded of the  imaginarj 
-'community"' for whom it is built and uondrr:  if the  design of 
cornmunit! is not based on engagement. then on M hat? There is 
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n o  reason to reirnerit the nlleel b j  going through the same 
struggle faced b j  the pra~t ice  of consenation and de~elop~nerit. 
B j  learning from their experience, indeed by joining the efiort 
of international delelopment more full). \ \e  ma! find that \+e 
are in fact ahead) \tell-suited for the job. As Nicholas \Iax\\ell 
writes: 

'iXThereas for the philosophy of li~lo\+ledge. the  fundamen- 
tal kind of rational learning is acquiring knowledge: for the 
philosoph! of uisdorn. the  fundamental liind of rational 
learning is learning h o ~  to h e .  hou to see. to experience. 
to participate in and to create what is xalue in e ~ i s t e n c e . ~ ~  
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